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Economy

U.S. Economy Rebounds Strongly in March
Recent Economic Indicators
Thomson Reuters/Univ. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment
Consumer Confidence
Existing Home Sales, Monthly Change
New Home Sales, SAAR*

80
82.3
-0.4%
440,000

Personal Income, Monthly Change

0.3%

Personal Consumption Expenditures, Mo Chg

0.3%

Non-farm Payroll Increase/Decrease
Unemployment Rate

192,000
6.7%

ISM Non-Manufacturing Index

53.1

ISM Manufacturing Index (PMI)

53.7

New Durable Good Orders, Monthly Change

2.2%

Industrial Production, Monthly Change

0.6%

Capacity Utilization
Retail Sales, Monthly Change

78.5
0.3%

CPI, Monthly Change, SA

0.1%

CPI Core, Monthly Change, SA

0.1%

PPI, Monthly Change, SA
PPI Core, Monthly Change, SA
U.S. Trade Deficit

-0.1%
0.4%
42.3 Bil

Q4 2013 Non-farm Productivity, Qtrly Chg

1.8%

Q4 2013 Real GDP, Quarterly Change, SAAR*

2.6%

*Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate
Values reflect most recent data available at the time of publication.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S.
Department of Labor, Federal Reserve, Thompson-Reuters University of Michigan,
Institute for Supply Management, National Association of Realtors, The Conference
Board, U.S. Census Bureau, Bloomberg.

Overview
The U.S. economy ended the first quarter with strong reports on
employment, manufacturing and non-manufacturing activity, vehicle
sales, and small business confidence. We expect this trend to continue
in the second quarter as the weather returns to normal. Low inflation
and rising corporate profits will likely contribute to a positive macro
backdrop which, in turn, should benefit domestic equities.
The latest U.S. employment report showed further signs of
improvement as the economy put weather-related surprises behind,
and private payroll employment showed strength, surpassing a prior
record high. Nonetheless, total payroll employment remains 437,000
below its own record high due to the weakness in government
employment figures, but improving trends in state budgets suggest
that the government segment will likely be stable through the year. In
another sign of sustainable hiring trends, the Job Openings and Labor
Turnover (JOLTS) report showed 4.2 million job openings in February,
the largest number since January 2008. Even more, the quit rate, the
rate at which workers voluntarily leave their jobs, remained at 1.7%,
not far below the pre-recession level of roughly 2%. This rate is
closely watched by the Federal Reserve and usually decreases during
recessions when involuntary layoffs pick up.
The IMF revised its estimate for global growth to 3.6% this year, a
small reduction from 3.7% reported in January, mainly on weaker
than expected recoveries in emerging markets. The IMF continues to
see a positive contribution from the major advanced economies
including the U.S., U.K., and Germany. The current forecast calls for
emerging markets to expand by 4.9%, down from 5.1% initially, with
major challenges expected for Brazil, Russia, South Africa and Turkey.
Next year, global growth is expected to accelerate to 3.9%.
The turmoil in Ukraine remains the greatest short-term risk to global
growth. While the crisis directly affects Russia, the economic impact
on the rest of the world will probably be limited as Russia accounts for
only 3.2% of the global economy. Several European countries are
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U.S. Total Private Employment
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also at risk thanks to their high exports ties to Russia.
On the other hand, China is facing headwinds from higher lending
rates and could pose a significant risk to the global forecast if its
economy slows more than expected. To mitigate the risk, the
government announced a mini fiscal stimulus that includes bigger tax
breaks for small businesses, as well as promises to build more social
housing and accelerate railway construction. The effect of stimulus is
hard to predict considering that it’s not synchronized with the
monetary policy; the central bank is still not easing. The recent retail
sales and industrial orders data coming from Germany are trending
up, which shows the underlying strength of its economy. Meanwhile,
the new government of France is proposing significant tax cuts for
businesses and households with the purpose of boosting employment
and stimulating the recovery. The rest of the eurozone is now clearly
seeing evidence of recovery, albeit still fragile. The ECB continues to
reiterate its intention to support the economy, a statement
welcomed by the sovereign bond market as reflected in strong
demand and declining yields.
U.S. GDP
Real GDP for the fourth quarter of 2013 was reported at 2.6%
annualized, an upward revision from the 2.4% stated previously.
Consumer spending gained 3.3% in the fourth quarter to mark the
strongest quarterly gain since 2010. Many retailers are waiting for the
spring to evaluate the state of the economy and the U.S. consumer
because of skewed data from the winter; however, expectations are
high for a rebound in Q2.
The Fed
The last FOMC meeting minutes confirmed the expectations of no
change in interest rates and for tapering to continue at a pace of $10
billion per meeting. Based on the language in the minutes, the future
reduction in quantitative easing will continue to be done in steps with
the April cuts resulting in monthly purchases of $25 billion in
mortgage-backed securities and $30 billion in longer-term treasuries.
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The committee maintained that inflation and employment are the
primary economic elements that factor into the decision to continue
tapering, and they implied that they would like to see inflation back
around 2%.
Employment
Total non-farm payrolls rose 192,000 in March while the
unemployment rate stayed firm at 6.7%. This comes after a 197,000
revised gain in February and a 144,000 report in January. Although
the March release did not beat analyst consensus, it still signifies a
continuation of steady job growth over the past several months.
Goods-production jobs, healthcare, retail, and business services saw
strong gains while manufacturing and government jobs came in
essentially flat.
Business Activity
The Non-Manufacturing ISM Index saw a predictable gain in March
after a weather-laden February caused the index to drop significantly.
This indicator of activity in the U.S. service sector gained 1.5 points in
March to reach a level of 53.1 from a February reading of 51.6. New
orders were strong and inventories are fairly low, which could indicate
re-stocking in the coming months. The manufacturing counterpart of
the ISM gained a half a point to reach 53.7. This was not as strong of a
recovery as expected, but production rebounded as well as new
export orders.
Retail Sales
U.S. retail sales climbed 0.3% in February after a 0.6% drop in
January. Motor vehicle sales moved up 0.3% this month after falling
over 2% in January. Building materials sales continued to increase
after a jump in January despite the poor weather which indicates
strength in the housing market. Internet and mail-order sales
continued to be a strong point in the report, and many analysts
expect sales in other sectors to rebound significantly as the weatherrelated lull in consumer activity subsides.
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ISM Report on Business Activity
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Consumer Spending and Confidence
Consumer spending in the U.S. increased 0.3% in February, the largest
gain in three months, after a 0.2% climb in January. This is a positive
shift to the upside for consumer spending that makes up 70% of GDP.
An improving job market and higher incomes contributed to the
consumption gains, which came from increased spending on durable
goods, cars, and the service sector. Part of the gain in incomes (also
up 0.3% in February) is due to a spike in government transfer
payments from Medicaid distributions related to the Affordable Care
Act, and private sector wages, also up 3.6% over the past year.
The consumer confidence fell in March to the lowest reading in four
months. The Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan survey of
consumer sentiment dropped to 80 from a February reading of 81.6.
Higher heating costs and gasoline prices contributed to the fall, but
stronger wage gains and an improving employment outlook kept the
number from further decline.
Housing
In February, housing starts fell by just 0.2% to an annualized rate of
907,000 homes, indicating stabilization in construction after the past
few months of weather-related hurdles. Going forward, the recovery
in housing starts heavily depends on employment levels as higher
mortgage rates and higher home prices will be headwinds for
residential construction. The current short supply will help boost
demand for housing into the spring, as can be seen from a 7.7% rise in
housing permits filed in February. This is the largest jump since
October, but the surge is mainly attributable to apartment building
construction as single-family home permits actually dropped slightly.
Factory Activity
Factory output in the U.S. rose 0.8% in February, the largest jump in
6 months. Auto production, business equipment, and chemical
production all gained after January numbers were weak across most
elements of the index. Similarly, the Philadelphia Fed’s factory index,
a primary indicator of manufacturing strength, also rose to a level of
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9 in March from 6.3 in February. This is welcome news after some
months of weak manufacturing data in the U.S. The gain in February
all but erased the weather-related declines in January and sets the
stage for manufacturing strength going forward into the warmer
months.
International Economies
Latest news from China shows the moderation in several economic
indicators from the previously surging levels. Despite missing
expectations, industrial output and domestic spending grew 8.6% and
11.8% respectively, while exports fell a significant 18% from this time
last year. These reports have caused a few investment banks to cut
Chinese growth forecasts from around 8% down to the 7-7.5% range.
Although lower than in the past decade, the numbers are still high
enough for Chinese economy to avoid a hard landing. The consensus
is for a gradual descent into a more reasonable growth environment
and a moderating economy going forward. This is supported by the
comments of Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, who hinted that China will
accept slower growth in the short term while putting reforms in place
to provide more sustainable growth in the future.
German factory orders saw a 0.6% seasonally-adjusted rise in
February after a forecasted gain of 0.2%. This is a sign that the largest
economic power in Europe is gaining strength in the manufacturing
sector, which likely stems from domestic demand as exports to
emerging economies have weakened. Unlike the deep freeze that the
U.S. experienced, Germany experienced a warm winter which resulted
in strong construction numbers throughout the season. The slower
economic growth in emerging economies as well as the RussiaUkraine situation provides obstacles to German manufacturing
growth; however, this report is a sign for positive economic growth in
the Eurozone.

Fixed Income

Fixed Income Markets Post Mixed Results in March
Fixed Income Current Yields

3/31/2014

3 Month U.S. T-bill

0.04%

2 Year U.S. Treasury

0.44%

5 Year U.S. Treasury

1.74%

10 Year U.S. Treasury

2.77%

30 Year U.S. Treasury

3.60%

1 Month

YTD

Barclays U.S. Aggregate

Total Returns

-0.17%

1.84%

Barclays U.S. Govt./Credit

-0.32%

0.98%

Barclays U.S. Municipal Bond

0.17%

3.32%

Barclays U.S. Corp. High Yield

0.22%

2.83%

Barclays U.S. Long Credit A

0.80%

6.30%

Barclays U.S. Treasury 20+ Year

0.79%

7.73%

Barclays Global Aggregate

-0.07%

2.40%

Barclays Emerging Markets

0.78%

2.82%

1 Month and YTD data as of: 3/31/2014
Values reflect most recent data available at the time of publication.
Source: Morningstar, Inc., U.S. Department of the Treasury, Barclays Capital

Overview
Reflecting no noteworthy theme, bonds posted a round of mixed
returns in March, with long U.S. Treasuries, emerging market debt,
munis and high yield debt providing positive performance, while
investment grade corporate, TIPS and international bonds fell for the
month. In a sign of strong demand for U.S. Treasuries, a recent 10year note auction sold at a yield of 2.73%, the lowest level since
October, along with an oversubscribed reading not seen since March
2013. Investors rather than dealer banks were major buyers of the
sale, another sign of strong buying interest. Separately, the Federal
Reserve continued tapering its quantitative easing program, slowing
the rate of purchases to $55 billion per month from its $85 billion
peak last reached in December. During the press conference following
the Federal Open Market Committee meeting, Chairperson Janet
Yellen said the first Fed Funds rate hike could take place “something
on the order of six months” after the end of quantitative easing.
Traders took this comment as something definitive, positioning
portfolios for an earlier-than-expected rate hike. However, many
strategists believe the market overreacted as inflation measures
remain benign and Yellen later publicly affirmed her commitment to
an accommodative rate policy.
Looking forward, many strategists expect the yield on the 10-year
note to trade between 2.5% and 3.0% in the short-term, a range that
has dominated trading this year, given continued uncertainty over the
domestic economic outlook. This outlook will play a key factor
shaping the central bank’s pace of tapering quantitative stimulus. To
the extent the Fed continues its current pace, their bond-buying
program should come to an end sometime early in the fourth quarter
of this year, paving the way for an eventual increase in short-term
interest rates.
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High Yield Bond Spreads

10-Year U.S. Government Bond Yields
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Corporate
After two straight months of strong returns, the investment grade
corporate sector finished mostly unchanged, gaining 0.07% in March.
For the year, this sector remains among the top performers in the
fixed income markets, driven primarily by declining long-term
interest rates rather than spread compression. Although spreads
tightened to their lowest levels since before the 2008 credit crisis
during January and February, their current level borders on
unchanged for the year after a recent widening stretch. Looking
forward, based on a long-term fundamental perspective, many
analysts feel corporate bonds are fairly valued. Although credit risk
will likely remain stable or improve slightly, spreads could widen
should idiosyncratic concerns grow surrounding a slowdown in China
alongside the political turmoil in Ukraine.
Once again, high-yield bonds gained for the month, rising 0.24% and
bringing year-to-date returns to 2.98%. Demand for high-yield
corporate bonds and leveraged loan securities remains robust, as
mutual funds in these areas continue to see strong inflows despite
weakening underwriting standards. Investors in this segment of the
market are forfeiting some protection such as restrictions on how
much more debt companies can raise, with covenants on U.S. highyield bonds at their weakest level since January 2011. However,
overall credit risk has not returned to pre-crisis levels, as new
regulations now require lenders to bolster balance sheets by curbing
leverage. Nonetheless, in an effort to mitigate interest rate risk, we
continue to focus on short-duration platforms in the high-yield space.
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Municipals
Although many muni investors sell bonds in March to meet tax
liabilities, the recent rally in the tax-exempt market continued with
the Barclays Municipal Bond index posting a 0.17% positive return,
bringing year-to-date gains to 3.32%. A shortage of new issue supply
is continuing to leave a hole relative to demand, with some investors
capitulating to available yield levels rather than waiting for a
potential bounce in new issues. Separately, Fitch Ratings noted that
recently proposed changes to the U.S. tax code regarding municipal
debt could act as a detriment, increasing the cost of capital for
issuers. Last week, President Obama called for a 28% cap on the tax
exemption on municipal bond interest for high-income earners. At
the same time, a tax reform plan released by Congressman Dave
Camp proposed the combination of removing the federal tax subsidy
for newly issued private activity and advanced refunding bonds,
eliminating the bank qualification for small issues, and stopping the
issuance of tax credit bonds. Although the prospects for either
proposal remain uncertain, many strategists feel the likelihood of
Congressional ratification borders on remote. However, we will
continue to monitor the proceedings along with other budgetary
negotiations as these issues have market moving potential.

Performance by Country

U.S. Treasury Yields

Unhedged Total Returns, March 2014

In % Points as of 03/31/2014
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International
The Barclay’s Global Treasury ex-US index fell by 0.07% on an
unhedged basis, but gained 0.29% on a local currency basis,
consistent with a stronger U.S. dollar against other major currencies.
Most major country government bonds posted mostly flat results
including Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom and France as
investors focused on higher yielding bonds in other sectors of the
international markets. Peripheral sectors including Spain, Italy, and
Ireland once again rose considerably, with year-to-date returns of
5.99%, 5.22%, and 4.20% respectively. Largely attributable to
surging investor demand, yields on Spanish and Italian bonds have
now dropped to levels usually associated with safe-haven countries
such as the U.S. and Germany. Despite their still anemic economic
growth, these countries have attracted investors seeking returns in
riskier pockets of the global bond market, believing the European
Central Bank will keep interest rates low for the foreseeable future.

Liquidity Changes in the Fixed Income Markets
In October of last year, the SEC conducted a nationwide “limited
scope examination” of mutual funds with exposure to Puerto Rico
debt to determine whether the bonds were properly priced when sold
to provide liquidity for redemptions. Fixed income markets have
experienced a host of structural challenges since the financial crisis in
2008. Prior to the crisis, the network of market participants that
transacted in fixed income securities was large, carried inventory, and
provided so much liquidity to the market through their proprietary
trading operations that these over-the-counter securities seemingly
traded as if on an exchange run by specialists. At the time, the
assumption by investors was that there would always be a willing
buyer or seller on the other end of a transaction that would enable a
timely exit or entry point. Today, broker/dealer inventories remain at
historically low levels due to regulatory and economic disincentives
designed to end previous risk-taking activities.

Meanwhile, Standard & Poor’s cut Brazil’s sovereign debt rating to
BBB-, the lowest investment-grade rating, noting a multiyear
economic slump has eroded the country’s finances. President
Rousseff tried to revive the economy with a combination of tax cuts
and social spending. At the same time, the president has been widely
criticized for resorting to sometimes opaque accounting moves to
meet budget targets. S&P said fiscal credibility had been
“systematically weakened” following cuts in the government’s main
target, with loans by state run banks undermining “policy credibility
and transparency.” The short-term effect of the downgrade on the
financial markets remains unclear. Analysts feel some market
participants might be forced to liquidate positions due to policies
prohibiting holding lower quality assets, while others may focus on
the low likelihood of further downgrades.

However, this change has not yet affected the markets, as observable
market prices continue to reflect the ability to turn all classes of fixed
income securities into cash and back in a timely manner. Over the last
several years, the market has been oversubscribed on the buy side in
an environment engineered by the Fed to reduce financial instability.
Many strategists now fear too few broker/dealers are around to make
a market in potentially illiquid securities when both of these
conditions revert to normalcy. Investors will need to focus on this
dynamic going forward when constructing portfolios designed to
mitigate risk.
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Equities

Mixed Results for Stocks in March and the First Quarter
Total Returns
Dow Jones Industrial Average

1 Month

YTD

0.93%

-0.15%

S&P 500

0.84%

1.81%

NASDAQ Composite

-2.45%

0.83%

1.35%

1.09%

S&P 400 MidCap

0.37%

3.04%

S&P 600 SmallCap

0.70%

1.13%

S&P 100

Russell 2000

-0.68%

1.12%

MSCI EAFE

-0.57%

0.77%

MSCI EAFE Small Cap

-0.47%

3.44%

3.09%

-0.37%

MSCI Emerging Markets
1 Month and YTD data as of: 3/31/2014

Values reflect most recent data available at the time of publication.
Source: Morningstar, Inc.

Overview
Stock markets around the globe produced a wide range of returns in
the month of March, ranging from a 2.6% decline for the NASDAQ
index to a 3.1% return for international developed markets. The rally
that began in February continued into the first week of the month as
strength in U.S payrolls offset concerns about rising tensions in Russia
and Ukraine. March 9th marked the five-year anniversary since the
bear market bottom with the S&P 500 Index up over 175% over that
time period. Weak data from China sent stocks tumbling in the
second week of the month. Markets bounced back the third week
helped by domestic data which indicated economic weakness in the
first two months of the year was likely impacted by severe weather
across the country.
Closing out the month at 16,457.66, the total return in March for the
Dow Jones Industrial Average was 0.9%. The broad based S&P 500
Index return was also 0.9% as it reached another record monthly
close of 1,872.32. After a 5.2% return in the month of February, the
NASDAQ Composite fell 2.6% to finish at 4,198.99, losing most of its
value in the last week of the month. Year-to-date, returns for the
Dow, S&P 500 and NASDAQ were -0.2%, 1.81%, and 3.4%,
respectively, through the end of March.
According to Zacks Investment Research, first quarter domestic
corporate earnings are likely to be down 2.6% from the same period
last year on 1% higher revenues, but lower margins. This compares to
expectations of a 2.1% improvement in earnings as estimated at the
beginning of the quarter. Zacks notes estimates for the retail, basic
materials, autos, consumer staples and energy sectors have fallen the
most. Going forward, total earnings for Q2 are expected to increase
5.4%, followed by growth rates of 7.2% and 9.4% for the third and
fourth quarters of 2014 respectively, adding up to a 7.8% increase for
all of 2014.
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S&P 500 Sector Breakdown

S&P 500 Sector Performance by Market Capitalization

Month-End Percentages

One Month Return As of 03/31/2014
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15%

Domestic Equity
Returns varied widely across S&P 500 sectors in March, ranging from
down nearly 3% to up about 5%. Sectors which outperformed the
index included Telecomm Services (+4.8%), Financials (+3.2%) and
Energy (+2.4%). AT&T’s 9.8% return helped power the Telecomm
sector. Genworth Financial (+14.1%) and Bank of New York Mellon
Corp (+10.3%) were each up double-digits while Berkshire Hathaway
(+7.9%) and Wells Fargo (+7.1%) also outperformed within Financials.
Trailing the index were Consumer Discretionary (-2.8%), Healthcare (1.3%) and Information Technology (+0.3%). Office retailer Staples (16.0%) continues to struggle against Amazon and supercenter stores,
lowering EPS guidance once again. Homebuilders Lennar Corp. (9.7%) and PulteGroup, Inc. (-8.3%) were also weak as investors fear
the impact from the slowing growth in the housing recovery. Year-todate, the Utilities (+6.5%) sector continues to lead all others, while
Healthcare (+5.8%) and Materials (+2.9%) are also outperforming
through the end of March. It should not come as a major surprise that
Consumer Discretionary (-2.8%) underperformed the index for the
first quarter, after superior returns of 43.1% in 2013. Industrials
(+0.1%) were also weak while Consumer Staples and Materials both
posted returns of only +0.5%.
According to Standard & Poor’s, large cap equities slightly
outperformed both small cap and mid cap equities in March. The S&P
500 Index return of 0.8% was slightly better than the S&P Small Cap
600 Index return of 0.7% and the S&P MidCap 400 return of 0.4%.
In the first quarter mid-cap stocks clearly outperformed, up 3.0%
compared to returns of 1.8% and 1.1% for large cap and small cap,
respectively.
In line with the NASDAQ’s decline, growth stocks were out of favor in
the month of March and for the first quarter of 2014. Year-to-date
through the end of last month, small cap growth stocks posted the
lowest returns (+0.1%) while the mid cap value index saw the highest
(+4.0%). The small cap growth index has a high percentage in the
Consumer Discretionary and Healthcare sectors which performed

S&P 400
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Telecomm

Info Tech

Financials

Health Care

Cons Stpls

Cons Disc

Industrials

Materials

Energy
10%

Energy

-4%

S&P 600

Source: Morningstar, Inc

poorly in the first quarter, and almost no exposure to Utilities, which
were strong. The mid cap value index has a large allocation to
Financials and Utilities which both outperformed the index.
International Equity
The MSCI EAFE index trended slightly lower in March, losing 0.7% in
US dollar terms. European stock markets make up over half of the
value of this index, and much of the March activity was a reaction to
events in Crimea, including what appears to have been a relatively
bloodless resolution of the immediate crisis. On the economic front,
Europe’s economy is still sluggish; inflation was just 0.5% for the
region in March. The European Central Bank is mulling over stimulus
options, including quantitative easing, to energize the economy and
head off the threat of deflation. Stock markets in Japan, which
constitutes about 20% of EAFE, also continue to reflect perceptions
of the success of stimulus measures implemented by the Bank of
Japan, and its impact on the Yen in this export-heavy economy.
Japanese markets are also closely watching the impact on consumer
spending of a dramatic increase on April 1st to the national sales tax.
For the first quarter, the EAFE index posted a return of 0.8%.
After a weak start to 2014, emerging market equities powered to
higher closes in March. The total return for the MSCI EM index was
3.1% in the month in US dollar terms. For the quarter, the index was
0.4% lower. Many emerging market economies and equity markets
are struggling with decreasing growth rates and increasing inflation,
and China’s growth deceleration casts a long shadow over this asset
class. However, after a series of weak Chinese economic data reports,
market speculation intensified in late March as to the Chinese
government stimulating their economy, which drove the index higher
for the month.
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Alternative Investments

Alternatives End Strong Quarter on a Low Note
Price Change
Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index

1 Month

YTD

0.38%

6.70%

Oil

-1.27%

3.46%

Copper

-5.45%

-9.70%

Gold

-2.86%

6.78%

Total Return
NAREIT-All Equity REITs

0.35%

8.52%

NAREIT-Industrial/Office

0.64%

11.11%

NAREIT-Residential

1.41%

13.68%

S&P Global Property Ex-US

0.73%

-0.50%

HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index

1.59%

1.51%

Morningstar Broad Hedge Fund Index

1.82%

1.25%

1 Month and YTD data as of: 3/31/2014
Values reflect most recent data available at the time of publication.
Source: Morningstar, Inc.

Overview
March cooled a relatively strong quarter for alternatives, as the DJ
UBS Commodity Index and the FTSE NAREIT All REIT Index gained
just 0.4% and 0.3%, respectively, while the HFRX Global Hedge Fund
Index lost 0.2%.
Commodities
Commodity markets were mixed in March as the DJ UBS Commodity
Index gained a modest 0.41%. This adds to a sharp February spike,
bringing the 2014 year-to-date return to 7% after a dismal -9.52%
return in 2013. Supply restrictions and political turmoil regarding the
Ukraine and Russia helped boost prices in March, but stronger U.S.
economic releases likely held some commodity prices down.
Gold and silver prices saw major economic headwinds after a big
February recovery. Positive economic releases from the U.S. and
Federal Reserve activity regarding tapering and interest rates both
worked to erase some of the strong 2014 numbers that gold and
silver had seen this year. Gold fell 2.86% in March and silver was
down 7% to bring year-to-date returns to 6.78% for gold and 1.97%
for silver. The continuation of the Fed QE3 taper and the speculation
of rising rates will continue to put downward pressure on precious
metals prices, especially as the U.S. dollar continues to appreciate
against major world currencies. The largest gold ETF, GLD, has been
increasing gold holdings, which signals an increase in investor demand
for gold bullion and could push gold upward if economic releases and
emerging economy outlooks do not significantly improve.
Brent and WTI crude both fell slightly in March. The realization that
we may not see a full-scale war in the Ukraine relieved oil supply
worries for Europe and oil prices dropped for much of the month after
climbing steadily in February. Prices began to gain again mid-month
as the Ukraine situation continued to linger and stockpiles in the U.S.
have dropped slightly. Oil prices are still generally moving downward
due to lower demand but potential supply disruptions, like the
Ukraine situation, can keep prices propped up for significant periods
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of time. WTI Crude (spot price) finished the month of March at
$101.57/ barrel and Brent at $105.95/barrel.
Hedge Funds
Hedge funds posted a narrow decline in March, with the HFRX Global
Hedge Fund Index falling 1.6%, as losses in macro and CTA strategies
offset gains in relative value Arbitrage strategies, according to hedge
fund data provider Hedge Fund Research (HFR). For the first quarter,
the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index gained 1.5%, with a strong
February gain offsetting declines in both January and March, but still
lagged the broader markets, as the S&P 500 was up 1.8% during the
same period. The HFRX Equity Hedge Index posted gains of 1.3% for
Q1, despite losing 0.4% last month. March performance was
weighted down due to uncertainty over secular unrest in both Ukraine
and Syria, as well as mixed macroeconomic outlooks for China,
Europe and the U.S., contributing to increased volatility across equity,
currency, commodity and fixed income markets.
Hedge funds may have underperformed last month, but it didn’t stop
investors from pouring money into the industry. According to
BarclayHedge and TrimTabs Investment Research, hedge funds
received $32.6 billion inflows in Q1, with $24.3 billion coming in
February, which marked the highest monthly inflow in three years,
building on an inflow of $4.4 billion in January. The main capital
allocations went to North American managers and European
managers, receiving $17.7 billion and $13.6 billion, respectively.
Industry assets climbed to a 5-year high of $2.2 trillion in February,
according to estimates based on data from 3,374 funds. Assets rose
18% in the past 12 months but are down 11% from the all-time high
of $2.4 trillion in June 2008.
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REITs
Returns on equity real estate investment trusts (REITs) far outpaced
gains seen in the broader market during the first quarter of 2014, and
analysts expect solid fundamentals to continue to support the sector.
Total returns for the FTSE NAREIT Equity REIT Index gained just under
10% in the first quarter, compared with the 1.8% gain in the S&P 500
during the same period. Gains for the FTSE NAREIT All REITs index
stood at 8.6% during the first three months of the year. Industry
returns softened to end the quarter though, with total returns from
the FTSE NAREIT All REIT Index gaining just 0.3% in March, compared
with a gain of 0.8% for the S&P 500. Industry analysts point to REITs
feeling the impact of a slight pick-up in the 10-year Treasury note
yield last month after yields pulled back in February. Yields on the 10year Treasury rose 0.1% in March after they were flat in the previous
month.
Lodging/Resorts REITs led performance last month for the individual
property sectors and subsectors, gaining 2.6% in March. Residential
REITs, composed of Apartments and Manufactured Homes, followed
posting returns of 1.4% last month. Retail REITs ended March
relatively flat, but are up nearly 9% so far this year. Self-storage
REITs, which posted slight gains in March, trailed only apartments in
the U.S. REIT market during the first quarter of 2014, according to the
National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT). The
publicly traded self-storage sector posted a 13.1% increase during the
quarter compared to apartments, with a 13.8% gain.
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